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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for monitoring the mental
state of small isolated crews during long-term missions
(such as space mission, polar expeditions, submarine
crews, meteorological stations, and etc.) The research is
done as a part of Automatic Mental Health Assistant
(AMHA) project which aims to develop set of techniques
for automatic measuring of intra- and inter- personal states
in working groups. The method is focused on those aspects
of psychological and sociological states that are crucial for
the performance of the crew. In particular, we focus on
measuring of emotional stress, initial signs of conflicts,
trust, and ability to collaborate. The present research is
performed in collaboration with MARS-500 experiment in
which a small group of people is isolated for a long period
of time. The MARS-500 experiment, in this way, provides
a unique platform for study of human-human interaction.
The confinement study will imitate all key peculiarities
expected to be present during future missions to Mars (i.e.
ultra long duration flight, need for autonomy, complicated
communication with a digital communication center due to
signal delay, and limited stock of expendables).The
developed method is also currently tested by usage of a
web-based platform.
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colored trails.
INTRODUCTION

Long-term missions usually are performed by small group
of people, and characterized by extreme physical and
psychological parameters. Specific conditions like special
confinement, small group living, extreme social isolation,
risk, working together in close proximity [2], could have a
crucial negative influence on the mental state of crew
members as well as thesocial atmosphere in the whole
crew. The interpersonal issues, such as crew tension,
cohesion, leadership, language, cultural factors [1], could
cause personal conflicts which could affect the
performance of the mission. According to Russian
psychologists [3], the main objectives of psychological
countermeasures during space flight, are (1) physiological
reconstruction of the informational environment, (2)
correction of psycho-emotional area of astronauts, and (3)
prevention of insufficiency in social contacts. For
measuring, prediction and prevention of the above
mentioned problems it is crucial to have methods for
automatic monitoring of psychological and social states in
the group. The psychological states of the crew members as
well as different aspects of interpersonal relations have
been assessed using different approaches. In the current
study we combine three approaches: strategic multiplayer
game, [8, 11], techniques for automatic monitoring of
nonverbal behavior [17,18,21,22,23], and self assessment
based on questionnaires. In this way we are aiming to
overcome limitation of every component and develop a self
consistent and comprehensive technique for monitoring
intra- and inter-personal state of the crew members.
RELATEDWORK

The first concept of the AMHA project has been done
within Mars-500 experiment for 105 days isolation [4].
In 2004 the Institute for Biomedical Problems (IBMP) in
Moscow and the European Space Agency have started to

plan a full-scale ground based simulation of a manned
mission to Mars. Such a full scale mission requires between
520 to 700 days of isolation. Referring to the lower end of
this time frame the initiative was named Mars-500.

be proposed). However, the two selected parameters are the

A crew of six candidates (four Russians and two from EU
countries) are sealed insight the facilities of the Institute for
Biomedical Problems in Moscow. An initial 105-day
isolation period took a place in spring of 2009. The present
concept is going to be tested in the full 520-day study,
which is planned to launch in the first quarter of 2010.
Game Theory and Colored Trails

In this project, we explore the use of strategic multi-player
games to alleviate stress, and more importantly as an
unobtrusive tool to monitor the mental capacity of
astronauts as well as the development of different social
interaction patterns within the crew. We are primarily
interested in games that feature the following properties:
x
x
x
x
x

Simple enough for analysis
Rich enough to reflect features of real life
interactions
Grounded in a situated task domain
Strategic (i.e. partial information that promotes
reasoning)
Suited to measure social factors such as fairness

We are also interesting to produce data, which directly
involve interpersonal relation and, as a consequence, can be
interesting to monitoring social atmosphere in the crew.
As such a tool, we useda three-player negotiation variation
[25] of the Colored Trails framework developed at Havard
University [24].The Colored Trails game is played on a
board of colored squares. One square is designed as a "goal
square". Each player has a piece on the board and
possesses a set of chips in colors chosen from the same
palette as the squares of the board. To move own piece into
an adjacent square a player must turn in a chip of the same
color as the square. Chips can be exchanged by the players
if a mutual agreement is reached. The goal of the game is
to move own piece as close to the goal square as possible
using as less chips as possible. Distance to the goal is more
important than number of chips left after the move.

Figure 1. Colored Trails Game

only factors, which are determining behavior of the
Responder and showing if the player’s behavior is totally
rational. So, the mentioned two parameters can be used to
check how rational the behavior of Responder is. This
check is important because any deviation from the rational
behavior can potentially be an indication of psychological
preferences or other interpersonal relations.
On the Figure 2 is shown the behavior of one of the
Responders. The x- and y-axis corresponds to the
improvement of the payoff which can be achieved by
accepting the first and second offers, respectively. So,
generally speaking, every point in the plot represents a
particular situation in which the given Responder needed to
make a choice. The color of the point indicates the choice
which was made. The red/blue colors mean that the
first/second offer was accepted. The green color means that
the both offers were rejected.
The space on the graph is divided into three different
regions. If a responder is totally rational, every region
should only contain points of one corresponding color. For
examples, if both offers worsen the payoff of the responder
(the left bottom region) than both offers should be rejected

METHOD

Design of the presented monitoring system is based on our
previous analysis of the data obtained in the MARS-105
experiment. In particular we analyzed behavior of
Responders. Situation, in which a responder needed to
make a decision, was described by two numbers: how the
Responder can improve his/her payoff by accepting the
first offer and how he/she can improve his payoff by
accepting the second offer. This description of the situation
is a simplification because other factors can influence the
decision of the Responder (for example what other player
will get as a result of his/her decision or how good are the
available offers in comparison with the offers which could

Figure 2. Dependence of the behavior of one Responder on
the accepted offer.

(green points). The right-bottom region means that the first
offer is better than the second one and it improves the
payoff of the responder (so, in this case the first offer
should be accepted (red points)). In the third region (lefttop) the second offer should be accepted (blue points).
Generalization of the Colored Trails

For 520 days isolations study, we propose a generalization
of the Colored Trails game. In the new version of the game
every user plays as Proposer. Moreover, in contrast to the
previous version of the game, Proposers are free to choose
a player (Responder) whom he/she wants to offer a chips
exchange. As a consequence of these modifications, two or
three players will play the Responder role in the second
stage of the game. The introduced modifications provide
several advantages.
First, we increased number of Proposer per game (from 2
to 3) and, as a consequence, we get more data about the
behavior of Proposers.
Second, we increased the number of Responders (from 1 to
2 or 3). This way more information about behavior of
Responders can be collected.
Third, we increased the variety of situations in which
Responders can be. In particular, Responders have to
choose from different number of offers coming from
Proposers which are in different situations.
Forth, based on the analysis of the previous experiment, we
added a phase at the game, which is aimed to assess
irrational preferences of the players. At this stage, when
each player is choosing a partner for a current game,
player’s behavior can not be based on rational thinking
about state of the game, and provide explicit
unconscientious choice of the partner.
In addition to the previous experiment we combine the
usage of the negotiation game with direct monitoring of the
nonverbal behavior of the subjects. In that way we want to
study if our conclusions about user’s persistence of the
game and other player can be confirmed by the other
kindsof measurements. In particular, the monitoring
techniques can be used to detect if players are satisfied or
not with offers from other players as well as decisions
made by the Responders.
Design Concept

To build the AMHA concept model, firs of all, we defined
the parameters, which are crucial for successful
communication and collaboration, such as stress level,
pleasure, trust, dominance, and etc. Furthermore, we
defined a personal mental state and interpersonal
relationships as two main components of the crew mental
health. The combination of different techniques is required
to assess different aspects of the psychosocial states as well
as to perform cross validation and correct interpretation of
the collected data (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. AMHA concept model.

To assess the emotional parameters during the game,
players will be asked to fill in the questionnaires.
Usage of questionnaires for a self assessment is important
component of our design, since crew members can provide
explicit information about their psychological states and
interpersonal relations in the crew. This information is
important for interpretation of the game results in terms of
perception of psychosocial state of the crew.
Self Assessment Techniques

Self assessment is an important component of mental
health assistant since subjects can explicitly provide needed
information about intra- and inter- personal states.
Big 5 Test

One of the intentions of our experiment is to find a relation
between observed dynamics of the interpersonal relations
with psychological parameters of the crew members. Such
a relation could help us to generalize the behavior observed
in particular crew and to predict, in this way, relations in
groups consisting of members of similar psychological
types.
In this sense, at the baseline of the experiment, we want to
get data, which could give us the psychological
characteristics of participants about personality and
collaboration patterns at the same time. This data we can
use as a reference point in the future data analysis. For our
purpose we are using the Big 5 Test [10,12].
The Big Five model is considered to be one of the most
comprehensive, empirical, data-driven research findings in
the history of personality psychology. Over three or four
decades of research, these five broad factors were gradually
discovered and defined by several independent sets of
researchers.

sets of ties linking several individuals. Ties or contacts may
be of different kinds, formal or informal, frequent or
infrequent, affect-laden or purely utilitarian. Network
analysts use the terms "transactional content" or "tie type"
to identify the type of exchange or relationship that takes
place between actors in a network [15]. SNA approach
allow not only to draw a ‘map of ties’ between structures/
institutions/ societies as macro-level of social reality, but,
in addition, to track changes that occur with these ‘actors’
during social transformations in the contexts of
interconnections at the micro-level.
DISCUSSION

Figure 4. SAM test.
Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) Test

To assess emotional state of the participants, we are using
the Self-Assessment Manikin test [13,14]. It offers the
ability to avoid the verbal expression of the emotion
assessment, so it establishes a quick and easy to use
experimental procedure.
The test assesses the follow emotional states: “Pleasure”,
“Arousal” and “Dominance”. In our study we used the
initial verbal expressions of the three dimensions.
Usage of this technique has few advantages. The test is
well established, it’s aimed for the main and basic
parameters, but the results are full enough for analysis. And
it’s simple, quick and intuitive to perform, which is crucial
for our design.
Measuring Nonverbal Behavior

Automatic monitoring of face expression, voice intonation
and body movements were proven to be useful techniques
for monitoring of emotional states of subjects. These
techniques are important since humans naturally express
their emotions throw nonverbal behavior.
In our study we use records of facial expressions during the
people are playing the Color Trails Game. Facial
expressions give important clues about emotions.In
contrast to self assessment techniques, the tracking of
nonverbal behavior provides information about emotions
and psychological state unconscious. It would allows us to
get more objective data compare to results of
questionnaires.
Using the software for analysis video (like Visual
Recording by University of Amsterdam), we would be able
to put in numbers 6 main emotions [9].
Social Network Analysis

To describe the relation between participants and analyze
how the relations are developing through the time, we use
Social Network Analysis (SNA). SNA defines networks as

In connection with the Mission Execution Crew Assistant
(MECA) by TNO [19, 20], we have an unique possibility
to test our design within MARS- 500 experiment. MARS500 provides a unique test platform, because of its setting
in which a small crew is isolated for a long duration to
simulate a manned Mars mission. In this setting, more
prolonged or repeated usage of AMHA can be tested. In the
MARS-500 program, we will select a small set of core
elements of AMHA that need this type of prolonged
evaluation: a diagnostic method to measure psychosocial
crew status and a feedback mechanism. The objective of
this evaluation is to improve the requirements baseline and
its design rationale for these elements, and to refine the
corresponding models and methods.
To get quantitative data, we are running an additional webbased study. For this purpose the web-site with Colored
Trails Game has been developed.
The research questions for this experiment, apart to get
quantitative data, are:
 how the CT game can develop the patterns of existing
relationships between people;
 how the CT game can create the relationships between
people;
 how the CT game can monitor the behavior.
In these settings we are planning:
 5-6 groups (by 3 person each) people who know each
other
 5-6 groups (by 3 person each) people who don’t know
each other
 About 15-20 groups of three people, which are know
each other well and/or working together.
 Three sessions per week.
 The duration of the experiment is 15-18 sessions (5-6
weeks).
By the end of the experimental part of the project, we
would be able to do data analysis. Two different
experimental settings provide an opportunity to cross a
validation and answer the question of transferability of
results obtained with a single experiment with fixed
constrains.
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